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By the end of World War II, hundreds of thousands of young men in 
the Japanese colonies, in particular Taiwan and Korea, had expressed 
their loyalty to the empire by volunteering to join the army. Why and 
how did so many colonial youth become passionate supporters of 
Japanese imperial nationalism? And what happened to these youth 
after the war? Nation-Empire investigates these questions by exam-
ining the long-term mobilization of youth in the rural peripheries 
of Japan, Taiwan, and Korea. Personal stories and village histories 
vividly show youth’s ambitions, emotions, and identities generated 
in the shifting conditions in each locality. At the same time, Sayaka 
Chatani unveils an intense ideological mobilization built from di-
verse contexts—the global rise of youth and agrarian ideals, Japan’s 
strong drive for assimilation and nationalization, and the complex 
emotions of younger generations in various remote villages.
Nation-Empire engages with multiple historical debates. Chatani 

considers metropole-colony linkages, revealing the core characteris-
tics of the Japanese Empire; discusses youth mobilization, analyz-
ing the Japanese seinendan (village youth associations) as equiva-
lent to the Boy Scouts or the Hitler Youth; and examines society and 
individual subjectivities under totalitarian rule. Her book highlights 
the shifting state-society transactions of the twentieth-century world 

through the lens of the Japanese Empire, 
inviting readers to contend with a new 
approach to, and a bold vision of, empire 
study.

Sayaka Chatani is Assistant Professor 
in the Department of History at the Na-
tional University of Singapore.

“Nation-Empire redirects the scholarly focus 
from urban toward rural society and of-
fers a persuasive analysis of sociopolitical 
change and subjectivity formation across 
the Japanese empire. Rigorous in its framing 
and effective in its comparisons, this book is 
a substantial contribution and reminder that 
modernity was not simply an urban affair.”

—David Ambaras, North Carolina State 
University

“Chatani answers a vexing question of 
colonialism: why rural youth in Japan, Taiwan, 
and Korea actively engaged in colonial and 
wartime initiatives, including military service. 
This history transforms our understanding 
of Japan as a “nation-empire” and makes a 
valuable contribution to the world history of 
youth.”

—Lori Watt, Washington University in  
St. Louis
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